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A pottery presentation illustrating Jeremiah 18 reveals God’s work as
Master Potter in His people’s lives.
Story by Gary Wiram
Photos by Steve Shambeck, unless otherwise noted

Ruby Tapia slipped into the back of the
small crowd just as the pottery demonstration was about to begin. Other attendees
lined the walls, filled the seats, and sat on
the floor in the small, two-car garage of a
Christian transitional home in Tucson, AZ.
Ruby had come reluctantly, after hiding out
in her room in the home, trying to avoid
being encouraged to attend. Experiences
with cultic variations of Christianity had
left her confused and skeptical about religion. But as Pastor Pat began sculpting clay
while relating the character of God, Ruby
later stated, she felt that Jesus was talking
directly to her through Pat. When a frontrow seat opened, she cautiously moved up.
Pat explained that regardless of the clay’s
condition, it can become a beautiful pot
by yielding to the potter’s touch. Deeply
moved, Ruby quickly returned to her room
at the presentation’s end. There, crying and
praying, she asked Jesus to save her from
her sins and guide her through life. Now,
she prays and reads the Bible daily. She is
also seeking pastoral guidance to help her
grasp challenging concepts, such as the
Trinity. “I want to be that beautiful pot,”
Ruby declared.
During “In the Potter’s Hands,” Pat Lazovich,
potter and pastor of Calvary Chapel Sierra
Vista (CCSV), AZ, works with clay as a metaphor for God’s work with His people. The
traveling presentation is themed around
Jeremiah 18:1-11, in which God commands
the prophet Jeremiah to go to the local potter’s house and hear the Word of the Lord
there. God then reveals to Jeremiah, as he
observes the man working at his trade, how
humans are like clay in His hands. Just as
water must be lavished on clay during a pot’s
formation, Pat explains, God’s Word must
be abundant in His people’s lives. Otherwise,
he continues, God’s people will crumble,
collapse, or break apart, as a vessel that
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After a presentation at CC Montebello, CA, Pastor Pat prays with an attendee.
Pat asked God to strengthen the man to seek the Lord through His Word.

Just as clay must be centered on the wheel in order to become a beautiful pot, Pat
says, so God’s people must be centered on Him in order to fulfill His plans for them.

Pat explains, at CC Montebello, that the Lord has His eyes on His people in the same way that the potter focuses on the clay.
“We have the Lord’s undivided attention when He’s working in our lives,” Pat stated.
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Pat explains how a potter’s work
has value that is derived from its
relationship to the potter’s hands.
Photo by Geraldine Wilkins

At CC Fredericksburg, VA, Pat uses dry clay to illustrate how a life not softened by God’s Word will eventually crumble. The demonstration was so well attended that most children
gave their chairs to adults and enjoyed front-row viewing from the floor. Photo by Geraldine Wilkins
a potter attempts to create without water.
Only by yielding to the Lord’s masterful
Potter’s touch and absorbing His Word, Pat
contends, can His people be transformed
into the masterpieces He intends.

“O house of Israel, can I not do with
you as this potter?” says the Lord.
“Look, as the clay is in the potter’s
hand, so are you in My hand, O
Jeremiah 18:6
house of Israel!”
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Pat eagerly takes the ministry wherever he
senses the Lord leading him, whether to
audiences of thousands or to the 40 people
in the garage mentioned above. That event
came about through Peni Kemp, a transitional home resident who approached Pat
during a visit to CCSV. After conveying that
a DVD of the presentation had been used
for a Bible study at the home, Peni thanked
him for its impact on her life. Pat responded
by offering to bring the demonstration live
to the location.

Peni and Ruby both said that to them, one
of the most meaningful parts of the presentation is seeing Pat take a pot that appears
complete, ready for firing, and suddenly
shatter it on the floor—because of a flaw
that they hadn’t noticed. After doing so, Pat
explains that breaking the pot before it has
been fired means it can still be reformed and
eventually used. If it had been fired with the
flaw, Pat continues, the vessel would be permanently useless. Peni and Ruby both said
they felt their own lives were once shattered.

But now, they testified, they are grateful that
as they yield to God’s touch, their lives are
being redeemed and they are becoming all
He designed them to be.

For we are His [God’s] workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for
good works, which God prepared
beforehand that we should walk in
Ephesians 2:10
them.
The CC Fredericksburg congregation prays together afterward. “I always ask God to
soften hard hearts and minister to the broken,” Pat remarked. Photo by Geraldine Wilkins
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In The Potter’s Hands

“The potter’s relationship with the clay is very
intimate. It requires his significant, intentional,
and responsive effort. It’s a labor of love.”
Lori Louzy

CC Fredericksburg Assistant Pastor John Hinson, right, converses with attendees
after the presentation. Photo by Geraldine Wilkins

Pat prays for Jorge and Alba Beltran after they were encouraged, during the demonstration at CC Fredericksburg, to trust God’s wisdom and timing. Photo by Geraldine Wilkins

From Fear to Faith
in the Master Potter

relationship with the clay is very intimate,”
Lori expressed. “It requires his significant,
intentional, and responsive effort. It’s a labor
of love.” This encouraged her that God has
His hand on her in the same way and that
she can rely on Him, not herself. Lori commented, “As long as you center your life
on God, He supplies the effort. Even today,
illustrations from the presentation impact
me anytime that doubt tries to creep in. …
The Potter knows what He’s doing.”

The pottery presentation ministry’s inception came in 1999 when Pat’s wife, Gay Nell,
told him that the theme of CCSV’s women’s retreat that year would be taken from
Jeremiah 18. “You’re our guest speaker,” Gay
Nell continued. “I want you to make a pot
and teach.” Pat remembers thinking, I know
how to make pots, and I know how to teach
God’s Word. But trying to combine them
seems scary. He was accustomed to teaching
with notes and a Bible in front of him; the
ever-present nature of wet clay in his hands
would prevent either. He feared saying
something wrong or making a pot that collapsed in front of the crowd. Yet Pat went to
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work on the concept, developing a presentation that has touched countless lives in the
U.S. and abroad. “Sometimes we have got to
step out in faith and trust God,” he reflected.
“It was one of those stretching experiences.”
When Lori Louzy attended the inaugural
demonstration, she had returned to CCSV
on a missionary support-raising trip. After
1½ years of service on a ministry team
in Los Angeles, CA, Lori said she was at
a point where she felt she had to “have it
all together—or if not, have a good mask.”
When Lori watched Pat demonstrate the
importance of centering the clay on the
wheel, she could see the muscles in Pat’s
arms working. “I recognized that the potter’s

But we have this treasure in
earthen vessels, that the excellence
of the power may be of God and
not of us.
2 Corinthians 4:7

A Refreshing Redirection

At a presentation in May at Calvary Chapel
Fredericksburg, VA, Jorge Beltran was
inspired to trust and wait on God’s leading
regarding ministry involvement. “I’m not a
patient person,” Jorge said with a chuckle.
“It’s hard for me to wait.” After investigating Buddhism for six years and then coming to know Christ as Savior and Lord in
2010, Jorge and his wife Alba experienced a
period of rapid, exciting spiritual growth—
followed by a quieter, slower season. “For
a while now, I’ve been asking God, ‘What
now? What do You want me to do?’” Jorge
stated. “I’ve felt in limbo. Not empty, like
before getting saved, but just stuck. We’ve
been reading God’s Word but not really

feeling like anything has been happening.
Through the presentation, though, God
showed me that He’s not done with me yet!
Even while we wait, He’s forming us into
the people He wants to use, in the ways He
wants to use us.” Jorge was especially stirred
by Pat’s sudden and unexpected slicing off
of a vase’s top half—intentionally, Pat then
explained, in order to convert the vessel
into a cereal bowl. Just days prior, Jorge had
begun feeling challenged by God to invest
himself heavily into a brand-new avenue
of ministry about which he has many fears.
“Watching Pat turn that vase into a bowl
reminded me that God has a master plan—
and it’s worth obeying,” Jorge said. “All we
have to do is follow Him, step by step, and

He’ll take the clay of our lives and work us
into what He wants.”

Does not the potter have power
Romans 9:21a
over the clay?
CC Sierra Vista, AZ

www.calvarysv.org
office@calvarysv.org
(520) 378-1020
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